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Late Ming Dynasty loose corrupt feudal authoritarian rule, coupled with the 
prosperity and development of the commodity economy, and public sectors grow to 
become the main force of society. Confucian philosophy from "reason" to "emotion" 
in the body of the steering, and the public sectors are individual consciousness echoes, 
and formed a new "advocating emotion" thought, it regards "lust" as the main 
expression, more open and secular features, the performance of the novel in Human 
Life of popular culture as represented by the market prosperity. 
This article is in favor of the late Ming novel of human life as the research object, 
in the presence of a logical starting point for individual life. Through the evolution of 
"emotion", From the "lust" Awakening to "Desire" flood, and "reason" regression 
toward history, Inward to explore the process of life has been demonstrated. By 
reading the text, showing the confrontation between the the ethics and the desire of 
historical period, "jin Ping Mei" appearance, while the instinctive releases, as well as 
calm and dominate moral sidelines, wantonly popular erotic fiction, it is sensual self 
to overturn the traditional ethics, and the "desire" of addiction, it makes individuals 
fall into the abyss of confusion. Man who sub in for " Desire" and " reason", 
advocating " real sentiments ", which although made progress on gender emotional 
understanding , but also a way to return to ethics. Emotion, desire, reasonable cycle 
period of less than a hundred years of history has been the focus presents, for the first 
time in China's history there have been widespread for months of my life experiences 
and explore, namely an aesthetic process of life. It has my vitality of this discovery 
and unassuming, but also exposed the combination of traditional ethics and under the 
authoritarian regime "power standard" for individual life twisted and alienation. 
In the perspective of the existence of life on the late Ming cultural visits, to show 
the process of integration with the orthodox Confucian ideology of confrontation with 















environment has profound knowledge, reasonable and desire, a series of contradictory 
emotional and rational, natural and social in nature, how the individual lives of 
coordination in both, that is unified aesthetic and ethical, is a historical problem, but 
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